Speech of His Highness
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
Amir of the State of Kuwait

In the Opening Ceremonies of
The 13th International Energy Forum
on Tuesday 13th of March 2012
Excellencies,
Dear Guests,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

Assalamu Alikom Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuh

It is a pleasure to welcome you here, and to express my great happiness that the State of Kuwait hosts the Ministerial Meeting of the Thirteenth International Energy Forum under the motto of “Objective Dialogue is the Ideal Way to Achieving Energy Security”

The State of Kuwait participated in the success of dialogue between the energy consuming and the producing countries since its commencement in 1991 in Paris. Kuwait continued to participate in the ministerial meetings for dialogue, and became a member of the Executive Council, out of the belief in its importance as an umbrella for objective dialogue between all energy producers and consumers.

The importance of this conference lies in that it comprises different organizations some of which support the interests of consumers which is the International Energy Agency, and others that support the oil producing countries which is the OPEC. Both work under the umbrella of the International Energy Forum to confront future challenges for the benefit of humanity.

Excellencies,

This conference represents an important event that comprises both energy-producing and consuming countries, national and international oil companies, in addition to international organizations concerned with oil and energy affairs. Henceforth, we reassure the importance of enhancing
dialogue among different parties to bring together different views, exchange experiences, and develop techniques and services of energy industry. The State of Kuwait believes in the importance of international cooperation in this field. Therefore, it was among the first countries to work within the international system, and one of the founding countries of the OPEC, which proved its efficiency in supporting the stability of oil markets, providing safe oil supplies to these markets, and covering continuous energy requirements without interruption, in addition to proving its capability to maintain the stability of oil prices, and reaching appropriate and fair prices for its producing member countries to enable them develop their economies, and achieve the highest return on their investments in expanding their production capacity.

The economies of our oil countries depend mainly on such natural resources granted to us by Allah Almighty. Therefore these countries shoulder a historical responsibility toward the world, their peoples, and toward the future generations, to work effortlessly on their development course, and on the diversification of their income resources.

All countries of the world have the right of seeking economic and social advancement, and upgrading the standards of living of their peoples. This requires fighting energy-poverty, and securing it for everyone. We have to exert more effort through this conference toward providing stable energy supplies to all countries of the world.

Excellencies,

The international oil industry confronts great challenges during the upcoming decades, represented in the continuity of strategic plans despite of fluctuations of prices and economic crises. Such challenges also include securing international sea lanes, and fighting against piracy and illegal infiltration, as well as enhancing cooperation for maintaining security of ports and facilities, and the need for huge investments to confront the increasing demand of energy resources.
Our vision in the utilization of oil fortune lies in the achievement of sustainable development which seeks to secure a promising future for our peoples that materializes human and economic development, building the individual and developing his capacities, and at the same time work on the protection of environment and elimination of climate change via the development of highly-efficient and environment-friendly oil consumption techniques, while working on alternative energy resources.

Let's take the opportunity of this conference to enhance cooperation among its members for reaching practical solutions that participate to the stability of oil markets and cooperation among oil producing and consuming countries, oil companies, and research centers.

I reiterate my welcome of you all, and wish your meeting all success in achieving its goals.

Assalamu Alikom Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuh